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The International AIDS Vaccine Initiative Human
Immunology Laboratory (IAVI-HIL)
The International AIDS Vaccine Initiative (IAVI) is a non-profit scientific organization whose
mission is to develop vaccines and other biomedical innovations that prevent HIV infection.
Since its founding in 1996, IAVI has supported HIV vaccine research and has fostered
collaborations that accelerate the development and availability of new prevention products,
working with over 100 academic, industry, government, civil society, clinical, and community
partners in more than 25 countries., and includes Clinical Research Centres in Kenya, Uganda,
Zambia, Rwanda and South Africa.
The IAVI Human Immunology Laboratory (HIL) was established in 2001 by Prof. Jill
Gilmour and is based at Imperial College London. The HIL serves a central role in
IAVI’s operations and in vaccine development more broadly. It is one of four IAVI
discovery labs and the only one based in Europe. The HIL’s mission is to ‘deliver
high quality clinical trial and translational research data to prioritize and develop
HIV vaccine candidates and address other unmet global health needs'. While it
was established to focus on HIV vaccine trials, the HIL applies its longstanding
expertise towards the development of safe and effective vaccines against a range of
diseases including HIV/AIDS, Lassa, Ebola, malaria, and tuberculosis (TB). The HIL
is a GcLP-accredited clinical immunology reference laboratory for IAVI and its
research partners worldwide with expertise in developing and conducting
immunology assays (tests) for research and clinical trials.

Upcoming Events
TRANSVAC Workshop, Fontenayaux-Roses, France, 29 March 2019

EAVI2020 Publications

7th PhD Training Course, Vienna,
Austria, 7-10 April 2019

• The full list of research publications can be found on
our Website and on Research Gate.

EAVI2020 4th Annual Meeting,
Paris, France, 24-25 October 2019
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The role of the HIL in EAVI2020 is in WP6 (Predictive Correlates of Protection),
where we focus on a platform of assays to assess T-cell mediated responses.
These assays include use of state-of-the-art 30-parameter Symphony flow
cytometer, to generate high definition cellular phenotyping data in vaccine
samples. The HIL is also developing a novel panel of Transmitted Founder
Infectious Molecular Clones (IMC) derived acutely HIV infected volunteers in subSaharan Africa for use in Viral Inhibition Assays (VIA). This assay measures the
functional capacity of vaccine-induced CD8 T-cells to inhibit HIV replication in CD4
T-cells, and thus provide in in vitro assessment of the quality of T-cell responses.
The HIL also provides support on sample management and quality assurance for
standardisation of assays across the consortium, by providing SOP’s for sample
preparation, documentation, and sample proficiency assessment. Taken together,
this combination of high quality samples and functional analysis will inform
vaccine development by providing in-depth understanding of the role vaccineinduced T-cell responses in upcoming experimental medical trials.
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The 7th PhD Training Course, The Polymun
Centre, Vienna
The 7th PhD training course e ntitle d “From Laboratory to Clinic”, will take
place at Polymun Centre, in Vienna, 7-10 April 2019.
The course will be focused on the steps necessary for process and
method development leading to GMP production, aspects of GMP production
and quality assurance. There will be scheduled and guided visits of the GMP
facilities and manufacturing plant.
We give special thanks to Dr. Katinger for opening the doors of the Polymun Centre
and host the next training course at the heart of European HIV vaccine technology.
And also thanks Dr. Brigitta Vcelar, Philipp Mundsperger and Ehsan Suleiman to
collaborate tightly with the co-organization.

The EAVI2020 consortium, which is led by Imperial College London, unites scientists from 23 institutions,
pooling their knowledge and expertise to develop novel candidate vaccines that can be taken through to
human trials within five years. EAVI2020 is funded with an EU-grant under the health program of Horizon
2020 for research and innovation.

